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ABSTRACT
The directional anisotropies of the energetic cosmic ray gas due to the
relative motion between the observers frame and the one where the relativistic
gas can be assumed isotropic is analyzed. The radiation fluxes formula in the
former frame must follow as the Lorentz invariance of d_/E, where _, E are the
4-vector momentum-energy components; dp is the 3-volume element in the
momentum space. The anisotropic flux shows in such a case an amplitude, in a
rotating earth, smaller than the experimental measurements from say, EAS-
arrays for primary particle energies larger than 1.E(14) eV. Further, it is
shown that two consecutive Lorentz transformations among three inertial frames
exhibit the violation of d_/E invariance between the first and the third
systems of reference, due to the Wigner rotation. A discussion of this result
in the context of the experimental anisotropic fluxes and its current
interpretation is given.
1. Introduction
Using the inertial frames S, S'; the so-called Compton Getting anisotropies
can be deducted as follows. (Cf' for instance Gerantos and Martinic, 1977).
The Lorentz transformation is written:
Pl = p¢A, E1 = ypc ({-8_), _I = y(_-B_)/ ¢A; (1)
with A = 1+y2(B2_2+B2_2-2B{_),y the Lorentz factor and B the relative speed
between the frames, in c-units; {=E/pc, and _ (or _1) the cosine of the
inclination angle of the _ (or Pl) momentum with respect to the x-axes of both
frames. In Eq. (1) the velocity _ was taken parallel to the x-axes of both
systems of reference; El(Or E) is the total energy of the particle. Notice
that d_ = p2dp d_2_, and that it can be checked that d_/E =del/E1.
d¢_ = f(_,E(p), _,t) p dp/E (2)
where f is the scalar distribution function in the 8-dimensional space.
Further, (see for instance Fisk et al., 1973) it can be shown the fp2=j, where
J(p,E(p)...) is the cosmic ray intensity, i.e. the number of particles per
unit of time, solid angle, per unit of surface (normal to the flux direction)
and per energy window: E, E+dE. Notice in Eq. (2) that f and d_/E are
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scalars;and that d¢_ can be writtenas (d_,d_4) and parallelto (_,E). The
Lorentztransformationcan be appliedto d_ = Id_l:
d_1 = d_ ¢A (3)
betweenS and S' frames. Moreover,in polarcoordinates,dR/E = p dE d_ 2_
and, as mentioned,is invariant. Replacingin Eq. (2)
flPlPldEld_l= fpCA p dE d_ (4)
and, for fp2 = j
JldEld_l= JVA dEd_ (5)
From Eqs. (1) it can be calculatedthe Jacobian: dEld_I = dEd_/ /A and
JI/A = J (6)
which can be found in the referencesas J1/p_=J/p2.
....From Eq. (6), assumingthat J1 is isotropicone can obtainthe cosmicray
anisotropicintensityJ, J = J1 (p,E(p))[I+(2+_)B{cosB+ 0(B2{2)},where _ is
the exponentof the isotropicpower law intensityof the energy. The drawback
of expression(6), for energiessuch that {=1 (pc _ E), _ = 0(3)_ and relative
speedsof 300 km/s (typicalfigurefor the peculiarvelocityof the solar
systemwith respectto distantcosmicray sources)is that one obtainsvalues
of less than 1_ for the amplitudeof the anisotropy;this value is small
comparedto experimentalmeasurementsfor energieslargerthan 1.E(14)eV. At
these energiesthe amplitudeof the anisotropyexhibita law proportionalto
CE, reachingabout 100_ for energiesof the orderof 1.E(20)eV. (cf Linsley,
1983). In consequence,eitherit shouldbe lookedfor dynamicalsourcesfor
the measuredanisotropiesand discardformula(6),or make a critical
appraisalof the conditionsof validityof the deductionswhich led to Eq. (6).
2. The WiqnerEffect
Now we use three inertialframes: S, S' and S" which exhibitparallelaxes:
The S with S' and the S' with S"; one shouldnot be temptedto extrapolatethe
transitivitypropertyand assumethe parallelismamongall the former
frames. The relativevelocity_1 betweenS and S' is take parallelto the x-
axes of both frames;and _2 the one betweenS' and S" has an inclination
angle_ with respectto the x-axesof the latterframes. Say, S sees S' with
the velocity_1 towardsthe right side;S' sees S" towardsthe right and
upwardswith the speed B2. Any frame that sees anotherone to its left shall
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see it with reverse sense i.e. the S" sees the S' with a left-downward motion
and with speed B2.
Our aim is to use the Lorentz transformations between S and S" in order to
check the invariance of dp/E between these frames. It can be expressed that
S" shall move with a velocity B and inclination angles (as seen from S")
measured with respect to its x-axis. The e angle shall be ambigously defined
in the S frame due to the Wigner rotation. The latter frame shall rotate an
angle a = (Y1-1) IBIXB21/B2- 0(8_) as seen from S"; the axis of rotation is
perpendicular to the _1'_2 plane, at least for small B2. Let us calculate two
successive Lorentz transformations: we call _i' Ei (i=O, 1: 2) the four-
vector momentum-energy in every frame S, S', and S" respectively. The two
transformations are (i=O, 1):
Pi+1 = Pi/Ai' Ei+l = Yi+iPiC({i-Bi+iPi)' Pi+1 = Yi+l(_i-Bi+l{i)//Ai (7)
In the set of Eq. (7), Ai = I+Y_-I(B_-I_+B_+I_-2B_+1_4_)',T,T_ , , • , , • , , where _0= cose
and _I = c°sel for i=O; and Ul = cos (el-_) and u2 = cos (e2_e) for i = I. In
this two sets of transformations eI is the angle measured with respect to the
x-axis of its frame, {i= Ei/PiC. The first equation of Eqs. (7) is the
relativistic cosine theroem of vector addition of momenta _i and Bi+lmc2 (m is
the rest mass of the particle). Non relativistically, when Yi = 1 and
y_B_ = O, we obtain the cosine formula for vector addition. From the sets of
Eqs. (7) one obtains (we drop the O-subscripts):
P2 = P/{I+y2(B2_2+(_E/P)2-2(_E/P)_)}= p/A (8)
and
E2 = YPC{_-_/P}, (9)
where y = x1Y2(1+B1_2), and
= {B2+B1/BI{YIBI+(YI-I)B2B1/B1}}/{YI(I+BIB2)} (i0)
that is the relativistic addition of velocities _1 and _2" So far the Wigner
effect is absent, specially if the angle relations were
cos (e2-e) = y {cos(e-e)-B_}//A= y {cosecose+sinesine-B_}//A (11)
however one obtains
cos_+BiB2 y11sin_sine B2+ BlCOS_
cos(e2-_) = y{I+BIB2COS_ cose + l+BiB2cosa I+BIB2COS_ {}//A (12)
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if one writes
cos_1 = (cos_+BiB2)/(1-BiB2cos_),one recognizes a similar expression as the
aberration angle formulae for photon transformation. Using the _1 angle Eq.
(12) transforms into (we call _, _2)
/(I-B_) sin_isinB
cos(e2-_2) = y {cos_icose+ -B*_2/B2 _}//A (13)
where B* is obtained from Eq. (10) except that the I, 2 - subscripts of the
velocities has been interchanged. It can be seen that B and B* have the same
mudulus but they are not parallel: their difference of inclinations is the
Wigner rotation. Notice that Eqs. (11) and (13) are the same equation when
_1 and _2 are parallel: The Wigner rotation as well as the non-communtativity
of the addition of velocities disappear. Although Eqs. (8) and (9) assures
the invariance of E2-p2c2, between the S and S" frames, one cannot guarantee
the invariance of d_/E: to do that one needs the Eq. (11) in addition of Eqs.
(8) and (9).
3. Discussion
In order to investigate the effects of the Wigner rotation we have introduced
three inertial frames. The physical picture can be seen as follows: The S;
frame is the one where the cosmic ray is isotropic. The S" frame is the
observers one, say, the terrestrial EAS detectors. The introduction of the S
frame seems to be necessary in order to put up a scenario to allow in S'
cosmic ray isotropic fluxes; further, the relative velocity between the former
frames can be considered as relativistic i.e. BI_1. The future (as shall be
detected in S" later on) cosmic ray gas, in S can be thought as (may be) non-
relativistic and anisotropic. The velocity dispersion in S is a consequence
of the acceleration mechanisms of these particles and cannot be pin-pointed to
a point source in a given _I direction. Besides, at every region of the sky,
as seen by S', we have equivalent S frames to guarantee the isotropic fluxes.
We need flux transformations between frames such as the S and S" that takes
into account the Wigner effect.
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